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a b s t r a c t
Groundwater age distributions are used to estimate the parameters of Fickian, and non-Fickian, effective
models of solute transport. Based on the similarities between the transport and age equations,
we develop a deconvolution based approach that describes transport between two monitoring wells.
We show that the proposed method gives exact estimates of the travel time distribution between two
wells when the domain is stationary and that the method still provides useful information on transport
when the domain is non-stationary. The method is demonstrated using idealized uniform and layered
2-D aquifers. Homogeneous transport is determined exactly and non-Fickian transport in a layered aquifer was also approximated very well, even though this example problem is shown to be scale-dependent.
This work introduces a method that addresses a signiﬁcant limitation of tracer tests and non-Fickian
transport modeling which is the difﬁculty in determining the effective parameters of the transport model.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
One of the greatest limitations to accurately predicting solute
migration in porous media is the difﬁculty of estimating the parameters required for a transport model. Non-uniqueness, uncertainty,
and a lack of a priori data on the transport properties of the medium
are just some of the factors that affect parameter estimation but
selecting an appropriate model of transport is also a crucial step.
It is now well known that natural heterogeneity occurring on multiple scales challenges the application of advection–dispersion equations (ADE) [1]. Mass transfer processes can cause power-law
tailing in breakthrough curves [2,3] and preferential pathways
allow for faster than expected arrivals [4], neither of which can be
modeled with the ADE unless the relevant heterogeneity is included. Transport exhibiting these behaviors is commonly referred
to as pre-asymptotic or non-Fickian (though non-Fickian transport
can be asymptotic or pre-asymptotic) and this topic accounts for
the bulk of the recent literature on contaminant transport. Several
alternatives to the ADE have been developed for modeling transport
in geologic media including nonlocal pre-asymptotic models [5],
discrete or continuous multiple-rate mass transfer [2,6,7], continuous-time random walks (CTRW) [8], fractional differential equations [9], generalized memory function or convolution approaches
[10–12], stochastic approaches [13,14], and space-time nonlocal
tempered models that combine many of the characteristic elements
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of the other approaches [15,16]. In the absence of sufﬁcient characterization data, non-Fickian models are more effective in simulating
behavior observed in natural systems than the classical Fickian theory; however, the underlying equations can be difﬁcult to solve and
determining the parameters for these robust models of transport is
also challenging [17,18]. Many of these methods also require
numerous parameterizations or assumptions that cannot be validated without some degree of ﬁeld testing or extensive modeling
which limits their predictive capabilities. Neuman and Tartakovsky
[1] went so far as to say that, without measured concentrations or
mass ﬂuxes, the parameters of non-Fickian models cannot be estimated. Given the complexity of natural porous media, and of the
non-Fickian transport equations, it is common to use a 1-D effective
model of the transport domain and the most common method for
estimating the parameters of such a model is to conduct a tracer
test at the site. This approach to parameter estimation is effective
but it is fundamentally limited in predictive models because the
tracer and solute may not sample the same portion of the aquifer.
More importantly, the time or length scales of transport and the tracer test may also differ and nonlocal transport equations can only
properly account for non-Fickian behavior when the tracer sufﬁciently samples the heterogeneity structures relevant for transport
[see [19]].
Full scale tracer tests over the entire transport domain are not
the only option and many alternatives exist, but these share the
limitation that they do not always adequately sample the heterogeneity structure [20] and can mask some of the non-Fickian
behavior [17]. For example, in a push–pull test the reversal of
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the ﬂow direction during the withdrawal phase can mask space
nonlocal behavior and some of the information that may be needed
for forward modeling is lost [e.g. [21]]. Motivated by similar reasons, Le Borgne and Gouze [18] showed that multiple hydraulic
stresses of different types or scales provide a much needed
improvement for parameter estimation but doing so is far from
common practice. Sometimes the parameters of the transport
model can be inferred by relating the physical structure of the
aquifer and the transport behavior. For example, Kohlbecker
et al. [22] showed that heavy tailed hydraulic conductivity ﬁelds
may result in heavy tailed velocity distributions and non-Fickian
transport and Dentz and Berkowitz [23] investigated connections
between the heterogeneity structure and transport for spatially
random adsorption; additional references connecting observed
responses and the effects of physical/chemical heterogeneities
can be found in Seeboonruang and Ginn [24]. Such approaches
are promising and merit further investigation but they cannot currently be applied without some degree of calibration. Similarly,
Willmann et al. [3] investigated the connection between hydraulic
properties and breakthrough curves, ﬁnding that the connectivity
of the aquifer is more important than the conductivity. This illustrates that, in many cases, the relevant processes or properties
needed to derive effective parameters are not understood or resolved highly enough to be useful in predictive models. Less
parameterized methods for modeling transport exist like the transfer-function approach [25,26] or the stochastic–convective framework [27]. Though useful for descriptive purposes and some
predictive modeling, these methods do not involve characterization of spatially-variable hydraulic properties and thus do not
afford robust simulation under transient (changes in ﬂow direction) forcings. Based on the previous work, the most reliable way
to determine transport model parameters is a tracer test over multiple temporal and spatial scales where the tracer is affected by the
heterogeneity structure in the same way a contaminant would be.
Although not a directly measurable physical property, groundwater age metrics may serve as a proxy for tracer data and allow
one to infer the parameters of an effective transport model [28].
Groundwater age has already been recognized as a potential
calibration tool for groundwater models [29–31]. The governing
equations of groundwater age are very similar to the equations
of solute transport in porous media [32]. Central to understanding
age is the concept that any sample of groundwater contains a distribution of ages [33–38]. The age of a water molecule can be deﬁned as the elapsed time since the molecule entered the aquifer
and early work by Raats [25] considered age in transport problems
in this fashion. Each water molecule at a given sampling location
may have taken a different path to reach the sampling well and
has a unique age [31]. The mass density of Ginn [32] can be
thought of as the continuous property describing how much of
the total mass of the system is concentrated at a speciﬁc age at a
particular location and time; the mass density is a distributed
quantity much like a solute concentration [32]. The importance
of age as a distributed quantity was recognized by Campana [39]
and other studies have since elaborated on the idea or provided
derivations of the governing equations. The ﬁrst rigorous derivation of the age equations was given by Ginn [32] who deﬁned
age as an additional dimension of the problem space in a continuum mechanical framework. This approach was more general than
the previous derivations where age was deﬁned as the current time
minus some initial time and only the mean ages [e.g. [40]] or the
age moments [e.g. [33]] were considered. The additional dimension
for age allowed the distribution of mass density to continue changing in the age dimension even if the distribution was stable with
respect to time. Furthermore, this formulation with an independent, orthogonal, age dimension allows for transience which is
addressed in a recent paper by Cornaton [41] and the feature is

clearly critical for transient forcings like seasonal rainfall and, on
larger scales, climate change. Recently, Engdahl et al. [28] derived
the age equation in a way that explicitly adds the possibility of
nonlocal dispersion. The authors derived Fickian and non-Fickian
forms of the age equation but also showed that an important relationship exists between the transition probability distributions in
the time and age dimensions; in fact, they must be identical.
Because of this equivalence, Engdahl et al. [28] speculated that
age distributions might be able to function as a tracer to determine
the transport properties of an aquifer but a method for doing so
was not developed and no examples were given to support this
claim.
In this article, we present a theoretical method for estimating
the parameters of effective transport models. The spirit of the work
is to follow a typical parameter estimation workﬂow toward the
goal of developing accurate one-dimensional (1-D) effective models of transport. The context of this analysis may be most applicable to risk assessment where estimates of the velocity and extents
that a plume will reach over a given amount of time are the primary concerns but our analysis is applicable to a wider range of
transport problems. We do not attempt to determine the detailed
heterogeneity structure of the aquifer but rather the expected
response of a portion of the system to an instantaneous pulse.
Our goal is to determine if the forward migration of a plume can
be reasonably approximated using only basic well data (relative
locations and piezomteric head) and groundwater age distributions for Fickian and non-Fickian models of transport. This question is evaluated using two different conceptual representations
of a synthetic aquifer and a number of mathematical tools from
the non-Fickian and stochastic–convective transport theories
which are adapted to the age problem.

2. Groundwater age
The literature related to the subjects of non-Fickian transport
and groundwater age is too vast to be summarized in a few paragraphs so we assume a basic, conceptual, familiarity with both.
Here, only a high level overview that compliments the introduction
is provided, covering the important points connecting transport
and age. There is a noteworthy separation in the literature between
articles dealing with the geochemical methods used to measure
age and those presenting mechanistic applications of age in distributed hydrologic models [see [42]]. Few papers have developed
robust connections that link the geochemical and mechanical perspectives on age beyond the so-called lumped parameter models.
These models assume the shape of an age distribution and environmental tracer data is used to determine the best ﬁt parameters of
that model [e.g. [43–46]]. Factors like pumping [47], intra-borehole
mixing [29], isotopic fractionation [48], mass transfer [49], and
transience [41] can affect the inferred ages of the lumped parameter model but a reasonable representation of the actual age distribution in an aquifer is still possible when the effects of these
factors on tracer concentrations are addressed. The tools available
for measuring age have greatly improved over the decades and
simple mixing models can also be used to combine data from different tracers [e.g. [50]]. Some connections between geochemical
and mechanistic models have been made such as Varni and Carrera
[33], who showed that the measured radiometric age of a sample is
related to the true mean age through the moments of the age distribution, and Massoudieh and Ginn [51], who recently showed
that the measured concentration of an ideal radiogenic tracer deﬁnes one point on the Laplace transformed age distribution.
Though not the focus of this paper, such connections are needed
to advance the applications of age distributions because the difﬁculty in determining age distributions is a signiﬁcant limitation
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to the practical application of age data in natural systems. Consequently, most age distributions appearing in the literature have
been the result of simulations [e.g. [28,33,35,37,41]]. However, recent research has generated results speciﬁcally on how the
groundwater age distribution may be constrained [38,46], inferred
[20], or formally estimated [52]. Note that [46] and [52] involve
age distributions developed from multiple tracer data at ﬁeld sites.
Groundwater age has been used extensively to determine transport velocities [45], often using a travel time based approach [e.g.
[43]]. Age distributions also contain global information about the
ﬂow system as a whole and can be used to infer the aquifer structure, in addition to serving as a calibration tool [28,38]. Additionally, it may be possible to characterize ﬂow rates, storage
volumes, and mixing using age [53]. The fundamental reason that
age can used be an efﬁcient tool for these applications can best be
seen from the governing equation of age. The equations that are
used to describe age distributions closely resemble the equations
of solute transport and the connections between the two provide
the theoretical basis for our analysis.
2.1. Governing equations: Fickian dispersion
Engdahl et al. [28] derived the age equation from continuous
random walks in ﬁve dimensions which is analogous to random
walk derivations of the macroscopic transport equations except
for the added convective dimension in age. Their general result
can recover the Fickian (asymptotic) age equation [32] which is

@ qðx; t; aÞ
@ qðx; t; aÞ
þ va
¼ r  Dx rqðx; t; aÞ  r  v x qðx; t; aÞ
@t
@a

ð1Þ

where q is the aqueous phase mass density [32], x is a 3-D position
vector, t is time, a is the exposure time or age variable, va is the
exposure time or ‘‘aging’’ velocity (equal to unity for age), vx is
the velocity vector in x, and Dx is a dispersion tensor; note that
the gradient operator only acts on the spatial dimensions. For simplicity, we will use the constant coefﬁcient, 1-D (in space) form of
(1) which is:

@ qðx; t; aÞ @ qðx; t; aÞ
@
@2
þ
þ v x qðx; t; aÞ  Dx 2 qðx; t; aÞ ¼ 0
@t
@a
@x
@x

ð2Þ

If the mass density has reached a steady-state with respect to time,
which we will assume throughout this article, the time derivative in
Eq. (2) is zero and the equation is no longer a function of time; this
is the steady state behavior. Under these conditions, Eq. (2) simpliﬁes to:

@ qðx; aÞ
@
@2
þ v x qðx; aÞ  Dx 2 qðx; aÞ ¼ 0
@a
@x
@x

ð3Þ

where we have removed time as a variable. The solution to this
equation given a Dirac-delta boundary condition in age is the inverse Gaussian with age replacing time [30,32]. However, Eq. (3)
can only describe Fickian dispersion.
2.2. Governing equations: Non-Fickian dispersion
Non-Fickian transport has been widely studied for several decades now but only recently has the theory been applied to groundwater age. Non-Fickian forms of the age equation were derived by
Engdahl et al. [28] and similar derivations for continuous-time random walks without age are abundant [see [8]]. The basic concept of
the random walk derivation is that probability density functions
(PDFs) are speciﬁed for displacements, or jumps, in each of the
dimensions of the problem space, and the form of the PDFs determines the ﬁnal behavior of the model. For example, the Fickian
model of age (Eq. (2)) is derived from the special case where the
spatial jump PDF has ﬁnite ﬁrst and second moments, and the time

and age PDFs have ﬁnite ﬁrst moments; the higher moments are
assumed to be zero. The example of a non-Fickian governing equation for groundwater age given by Engdahl et al. [28] was derived
using a Gaussian spatial jump distribution and a power-law distribution for time-age jumps which produces the time-age fractional
model:

@aq @aq
@q
@2q
t a
aa
þ
þv
D 2 ¼
þ
@t a @aa
@x
@x
Cð1  aÞ Cð1  aÞ

ð4Þ

where a is the order of a fractional derivative in the interval
0 < a 6 1; we have dropped the explicit notation of the variables
of q for compactness. Without getting lost in the details of non-Fickian constitutive theory, simply recognize that Eq. (4) is a generalization of Eq. (1) to a special kind of time-age nonlocal behavior. The
two terms on the right hand side of (4) are remnants of the initial
conditions which persist due to the properties of fractional differential operators, but both terms will vanish when a = 1, which is the
Fickian case. Notice that if the mass density is stable with respect
to time (e.g. Eq. (3)), then time is no longer a variable and will not
appear in (4), but the distributions can still be non-Fickian in age;
this is the most signiﬁcant difference between the family of equations described by Eq. (4) and the equations presented in the previous works on age and CTRW-based transport.
The jump distributions in a random walk for time and age are
identical. Engdahl et al. [28] showed this by decomposing the joint
PDF of time and age into a conditional probability that recovers
identical marginal jump distributions for time and age. This
requirement could also be inferred from earlier work by Harvey
and Gorelick [54] who showed that the moments of transport
and age distributions were identical for steady state ﬂow observed
in response to a Dirac-delta pulse boundary condition (Green’s
function). The signiﬁcance of this equivalence is that knowledge
of the jump PDF for the age dimension also gives the jump PDF
for the time dimension. Since age is affected by the same hydrodynamical processes as passive solute transport, the steady state age
distribution captures the effects of heterogeneities within the aquifer that will affect transport [30]. This is the motivation for using
age distributions in lieu of tracers.
The time-age fractional model of mass density (Eq. (4)) is a
mass balance statement with a fractional ﬂux model that corresponds to power law waiting time distributions, or a higher than
Fickian probability of long rests, that often manifest as heavy tailed
breakthrough curves [e.g. [19]]. Eq. (4) is just one asymptotic form
of a family of equations describing sub-diffusion which are characterized by the distribution of jumps in time and age. Many of the
other models cannot easily be expressed as a real space differential
equation and are solved in Fourier–Laplace space instead. We present (4) because it can easily be compared to Eqs. (1) and (2) but
recognize that it is not universal for porous media because different physical mechanisms require different PDFs to correctly model
transport or age. Non-Fickian transport in natural systems can also
be simulated using the truncated power law model (TPL) [55].
Substituting age for time in Eq. (16) of Dentz et al. [55], the transition probability density is described by:

kðaja1 ; a2 ; bÞ ¼ fa1 sb expðs1 Þ Cðb; s1 Þg1

expða=a2 Þ
ð1 þ a=a1 Þ1þb

ð5Þ

where C is the incomplete Gamma function, s  a2/a1, a1 and a2 are
the upper and lower cutoff ages, respectively, b is the characteristic
exponent that classiﬁes the non-Fickian transport, and k(a) denotes
the marginal probability distribution in age, given the required
parameters. Recall that time and age transition probability densities
can be used interchangeably in the age equations. This model of
probability densities allows transport to transition to Fickian behavior after a characteristic or upper threshold length scale (a2 in Eq.
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(5)) is passed and more details about the signiﬁcance of the parameters are given by Berkowitz et al. [8]. This model can also approximate a power-law model by making the upper cutoff age (a2) large
with respect to the scale of the problem. Although it was not explicitly derived by Engdahl et al. [28] for groundwater age, the authors
presented examples where the TPL model was able to provide a better description of simulated age distributions than the power-law
model. For steady ﬂow, as shown in Ginn et al. [30], it is straight forward to recognize that the nonlocal model of age using a TPL distribution of age transition densities will be of identical form as the
transport case (with the mass density substituting for concentration). This allows one to use the existing CTRW tools to describe
steady-state age distributions that are non-local in age without
modiﬁcation. Although we will focus on the continuous random
walk based methods, all of the non-Fickian approaches listed in
Section 1 should be applicable to the age problem if their various
assumptions are satisﬁed.

Recharge
area

Land surface

A

Confining
bed

B
Transport
domain

S1
S2
S3
Aquifer layers/
streamtubes

Sn

Fig. 2. Conceptual model of a layered aquifer used for the deconvolution approach.

3. Parameter estimation
3.1. Model setup
To illustrate our method, we will consider a conﬁned homogeneous domain and a conﬁned layered aquifer, both of which will
use a monitoring network of three wells (Fig. 1). We will assume that
age distributions are known in each well and that the wells fully penetrate the aquifer (Fig. 2); note that the homogeneous aquifer is a
single layered formation. The sole source of recharge in both cases
will represent mountain front recharge (Fig. 2) which is represented
mathematically as a Dirac-delta (in age) function boundary condition that is perpendicular to the velocity vector. Flow in this system
will be 2-D in the x–y plane and we assume that the velocity within
individual layers is constant and that ﬂow is horizontal. Groundwater age, and later transport, will be considered parallel to the direction of the velocity so that the effective model of this system will be
strictly1-D. Furthermore, we will assume constant porosity and that
the recharge boundary is approximately perpendicular to the ﬂow
direction. All of these assumptions can be relaxed, but doing so here

would introduce complexity that is excessive for illustrating our
proposed method.
3.2. Deconvolution approach
Given two monitoring wells on approximately the same
streamline with observed age distributions, it is possible to determine the travel time distribution between them which can then be
used to approximate transport [27]. This can be done in any aquifer
but the utility of a streamtube based approach is most apparent in
heterogeneous systems, particularly if an aquifer is laterally homogeneous but vertically heterogeneous which is a common approximation in many layered aquifers. The homogeneous model is not
treated any differently since it is simply a layered aquifer with only
one layer.
Consider the basic model of a layered aquifer that is shown in
Fig. 2. Within each layer, ﬂow and transport are essentially 1-D
and each layer can be conceptually approximated as an independent streamtube that may have a unique velocity, v(s, t), length,
and dispersivity. If the layers do not interact with each other, this
corresponds to the discrete streamtube ensemble of Simmons et al.
[56]. For an inﬁnite number of inﬁnitesimal streamtubes, we recover an integral form and the expected breakthrough curve under
steady ﬂow for an instantaneous unit mass injection boundary
condition is the travel time distribution:

C x ðtÞ ¼ c0

Z
0

Fig. 1. Layout of the conceptual model of the network of monitoring wells.

1

dðt  sÞpx ðsÞds ¼ px ðtÞ

ð6Þ

where Cx(t) is the expected concentration at location x, c0 is the initial concentration, and px is the travel time distribution from the
origin to location x [27]. Travel time distributions along streamlines
were also considered earlier by Raats [25], who mathematically deﬁned isochrones (lines or surfaces of constant age) from the ﬂow
equations. The transport applications in that work focused on computing solute ﬂuxes in streamtubes, but the basic idea is the same.
Conceptually or mathematically, it is straight forward to see that if
transport of a unit mass occurs from the recharge zone to the monitoring location under steady ﬂow the travel time and age distributions are identical and we can exchange the two as px(t) ? qx(a) as
noted by Varni and Carrera [33] and others. We will approximate
the behavior of the ensemble shown in Fig. 2 as a single 1-D effective streamtube. The solute concentration, or mass density, in the
ensemble is constructed as the ﬂux-weighted average of the individual ﬂuxes from the set of streamtubes (Fig. 2, s1, s2, . . . , sn) contained therein. The weight of each streamtube is the relative
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fraction of the total ﬂow into the monitoring well contributed by
that streamtube. The fully penetrating monitoring wells A and B
(Fig. 2) both transect the same ensemble of streamtubes, and we deﬁne B as the downstream well. The age distributions at A and B are
qA(a) and qB(a), respectively, and the breakthrough curve from the
recharge zone to either well can be found by substituting these distributions into Eq. (6); however, for this problem we require qB–A(a),
the difference in the age distributions between the wells which is
also the travel time distribution. For the Dirac-delta boundary condition at the recharge location we observe Cx(a) = qx(a) and we can
restate the problem as follows:

C A ðtÞ ¼

Z
0

t

dðsÞpA ðt  sÞds ¼ qA ðtÞ

C B ðtÞ ¼ qB ðaÞ ¼

ð7Þ
~ ¼ exp
RðsÞ

Z

a

0

qA ðsÞqBA ða  sÞds

Z

1

expðsaÞf ðaÞda

0

and the LT of Eq. (8) with respect to age is

Z
LfqB ðaÞg ¼ L



a
0

e B ðsÞ ¼ q
e A ðsÞ q
e BA ðsÞ
qA ðsÞqBA ða  sÞds ) q
ð9Þ

where L denotes the forward LT operator, s is the Laplace parameter,
 denotes a LT function, and the convolution theorem allows us to
write the ﬁnal form of (9) as the product of the LT functions. The
underlying travel time distribution between the wells can then be
determined as





q~ ðsÞ
~ g
¼ L1 f RðsÞ
qBA ðaÞ ¼ L1 ~ B
qA ðsÞ

ð10Þ

~ is shorthand for the ratio of
where L1 denotes the inverse LT, and R
the LT of the known age distributions. When the effective parameters and physical processes governing transport between the two
wells do not vary in time, the solution of (10) should reduce to a
model that has the same parameters representing transport
between the wells and the length scale should be the distance between the wells. Such a transport model assumes spatial invariance
or at least incremental stationarity.
To demonstrate the invariance of (10), consider the LT of the
general solution of the time-steady age equations for a Dirac-delta
boundary condition with an arbitrary memory function, M(t), that
describes the distribution of transition times in the system [55].
This result is a generalization of the LT of the classical, Fickian solution (the inverse Gaussian) to allow for a broad distribution of resting or trapping times. Engdahl et al. [28] showed that age
distributions can substitute for transition time distributions, so
we will express the memory function in age as M(a). The LT of
the general solution is:

"

xv
q~ i ðxi ; sÞ ¼ exp  i
2DL

!#
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sDL
1þ4
1
~ v2
MðsÞ



" sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ!
#
sDL
v
ðxB  xA Þ exp
1þ4
ðx  xB Þ
~ v 2 2DL A
2DL
MðsÞ


v

ð8Þ

where CA(t) and CB(t) are the distributions of concentration over
time. To reiterate, if we set injection time to zero, these are also
the distributions of water over age, qA(a) and qB(a), respectively.
The known age distribution at A (given from Eq. (7)) is used as a
boundary condition in (8) for the transport problem from A to B
and the known distribution at B is the solution. In other words,
Eq. (8) is simply the composition of two sequential linear transfer
functions to calculate the composite age distribution after transport
from the source to A then to B. To ﬁnd the unknown travel time distribution, qB–A, we ﬁnd the deconvolution of (8) which can be done
with a Laplace transform. The Laplace transform (LT) is deﬁned to
be

Lff ðaÞg ¼

where xi is the 1-D position from the source to the ith well, DL is the
~ is the LT of the memory funclongitudinal dispersion coefﬁcient, M
tion, s is the Laplace variable dual to age, and we have exchanged
concentration for the mass density [modiﬁed after 55]. Eq. (11)
~
can represent Fickian behavior when MðsÞ
¼ 1 and represents
non-Fickian behavior when the memory function takes on a different form. If the age distributions at A and B and the space between
the wells are assumed to be described by a single memory function,
the effective representation of the domain is stationary and should
only be a function of separation distance. This can be demonstrated
~ A ðxA ; sÞ and q
~ B ðxB ; sÞ, and simpliby inserting (11) into (10), using q
fying using the properties of exponentials which gives:

ð11Þ

ð12Þ
Deﬁne v = (xB  xA) and (12) can be rewritten as

"
~ ¼ exp v
RðsÞ

v
2DL

!#
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sDL
1þ4
1
~ v2
MðsÞ

ð13Þ

which is the LT general solution, Eq. (11), evaluated at the separation distance between the wells, v, and the inverse LT of (13) is
the solution of (10). Given two wells and their age distributions
we can determine the travel time distribution in the aquifer between them and express that distribution as a function of arbitrary
separation distance as long as the memory function can be presumed stationary. The travel time distribution can then be combined with a suitable boundary condition in Eq. (6) to determine
the expected breakthrough curve.
It is particularly important to recognize that the heterogeneity
structure of a system may not be suited to description with a stationary memory function in many practical situations. This implies
that the effective model parameters change between the wells and
the assumption of stationarity is violated; however, a representation of the travel time can still be found from the deconvolution
of the age distributions from Eq. (10). This kind of approximation
is strictly a transfer function approach [e.g. [25,26]] and should
not be expected to perform well at scales other than the separation
distance between the wells because of non-stationarities. Some
other limitations of this approach are the assumption that the wells
sample the same aquifer over the same ensemble of streamtubes,
and that the wells are approximately on the same streamline. If
these conditions are satisﬁed then (10) is an exact description of
the travel time between the wells, but it is an approximation for
the separation distance between the wells under all other
circumstances.
4. Examples
In this section we will describe our two example models and
investigate the ability of the deconvolution method to recover
the correct age distributions; this is presented separately for the
homogeneous (Section 4.1) and layered (Section 4.2) aquifers.
The practical utility of the deconvolution method for predicting
solute migration is then examined in Section 4.3. These two examples were selected because they represent the end-members of the
range of behaviors for our synthetic domain and this is discussed in
Section 5.
4.1. Uniform aquifer
The conceptual model for this example is a homogeneous domain, or that the number of layers (streamtubes in the ensemble)
is one. We will assume that ﬂow is horizontal between the wells
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and that the recharge boundary (located beyond the monitoring
domain) is perpendicular to the velocity. The model domain in this
example has a prescribed hydraulic gradient of 0.05, a hydraulic
conductivity of 10 m/d, and kinematic porosity of 0.27; these values result in a seepage velocity of about 1.88m/d. We also assume
that the velocity vector is oriented 17.7° from the x-axis (h = 17.7 in
Fig. 1) so ﬂow is 2-D relative to the coordinates of the domain, but
only 1-D along the ﬂowpath. The locations of the monitoring wells
are given in Table 1 where Well A is used as the origin of the
coordinate system; Well A is located 5000 m downstream from
the recharge boundary. We assume 1-D transport aligned with
the velocity vector and a constant dispersion coefﬁcient of
500m2/d. At each of the monitoring locations, the complete age
distribution was generated using the analytical solution of Eq. (3)
for a Dirac-delta boundary condition in age (the inverse Gaussian)
and the mean ages of these are given in Table 1. The synthetic
‘‘data’’ that will be used in both of our examples will only consist
of the position of the wells relative to well A, and the age distribution in each well. Generally, we will only consider transport between wells A and B, but the age distribution in C was also
simulated for further comparison of the models (Fig. 3).
Looking at Fig. 1, it should be evident that the important distance in this problem is not the absolute distance between the
wells but rather the difference in downstream distance parallel
to the velocity (LB–A in Fig. 1). The downstream distance between
the wells is the projection of the straight-line distance between
the wells onto a line parallel to the velocity. This distance is LB–A
in Fig. 1 where h is the angle of the velocity relative to the coordinate system of the model, / is the angle from the x-axis to the line
connecting wells A and B, and x is deﬁned as x = h  / which is
the angle needed to correctly project the distance between the
wells. To ﬁnd the downstream distance between the wells, the angle of the velocity vector must be known. The ﬁrst moments of the
age distributions (Table 1) and the locations of the monitoring
wells can be used to approximate the direction of ﬂow from ﬁnite
differences and the angles are then easily found. Using ﬁnite differences of the mean ages and position for all three wells, the correct
angle was recovered, and scaling the distance from well A to B by
cos(x) recovers the correct downstream distance between the
wells which is 2500 m.
The ratio of the Laplace transforms of the age distributions (Eq.
(10)) was numerically approximated using a modiﬁcation of the
routines included with the CTRW toolbox [57]. The travel time distribution from well A to B (qB–A) was found by numerically inverting the ratio of the LT functions (Eq. (10)). An effective velocity was
determined based on the known length between the wells and the
ﬁrst moment of the deconvolution distribution. The dispersion
parameter was determined by minimization of the errors of a trial
solution against the deconvolution to ﬁnd the best ﬁt parameters
of the deconvolution (Fig. 4); the dashed line is qB–A from Eq.
(10). There was a small amount of departure from the analytical
solution near the peak of the distribution but this is most likely a
result of the numerical approximation of the forward and inverse
Laplace transforms. Despite the minor discrepancy in the peak,
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Fig. 3. Age distributions for the homogeneous example problem. The length scales
from the recharge location to the monitoring wells increases from left to right.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the ﬁt of the deconvolution distribution (qB–A) to the
simulated age distribution for the homogeneous example.

the parameters of the ﬁtted model agreed very well with the speciﬁed model parameters and the age distributions in all three wells
were recovered almost exactly using the effective parameters.
Since this aquifer is truly homogeneous, the same parameters
could have been inferred from a single age distribution if the
distance of the well from the recharge location is known. By deﬁnition, a homogeneous system is invariant so the effective parameters from a single age distribution provide an exact description of
the entire system. This example is very simple in order to provide a
straight forward demonstration of the method but seldom, if ever,
would we expect to see noise-free, inverse Gaussian age distributions in natural systems. This section is included as a proof of concept and we are not implying that the inverse Gaussian is a robust
model of age; however, this section shows that the proposed method is functional.

Table 1
Well locations, simulated mean ages and the associated model parameters from the homogeneous example problem. V and D are the Fickian velocity and dispersion coefﬁcients,
respectively. The values for Wells A, B, and C are the best ﬁt descriptions of the age distributions. For the wells, the downstream distance is from the recharge source to the well
and the distance for the deconvolution represents transport between wells A and B.

Well A
Well B
Well C
Deconvolution
Transport simulation

X-position (m)

Y-position (m)

Downstream distance (m)

Estimated length (m)

Mean age (d)

V (m/d)

D (m2/d)

0
2385
414
N/A
N/A

0
750
2647
N/A
N/A

5000
7500
6200
2500
2500

5001
7501
6200
2499
2500

2660
3990
3298
1329
1329

1.88
1.88
1.88
1.88
1.88

500.0
500.0
500.0
500.1
500.0
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4.2. Layered aquifer
The layered aquifer introduced in Section 3.2 (Fig. 2) will now
be superimposed on the conceptual model of Fig. 1 to introduce
a simple heterogeneity structure, but the location of the monitoring wells are unchanged. The age distributions in each well will
now be represented with an ensemble of 100 independent streamtubes; recall that each layer is laterally inﬁnite and homogeneous.
The age distribution in each streamtube is described by an inverse
Gaussian distribution (the solution to equation 3) but each streamtube is assigned a different length and velocity. A Gaussian distribution of streamtube lengths and a Gamma distribution of
velocities were used to ensure that the simulated distributions
exhibited non-Fickian behavior (Fig. 5). The velocity and length
for each of the 100 streamtubes were selected by independently
sampling each distribution and the values show no signiﬁcant correlation (Fig. 5c). The mean values of these distributions were similar to the values used in the homogeneous example but the
calculated means of the streamtube ensemble are different because 100 random samples of the length and velocity distributions
are not enough to consistently reach the central limit behavior.
The arithmetic mean velocity of the ensemble was 1.81m/d and
the mean streamtube length to well A was 4994 m. Note that the
lengths shown in Fig. 5 correspond to the distance from the recharge area to well A; wells B and C use the same distributions
of lengths and velocities but the length of each streamtube was increased by the downstream distance from A to the other wells
which are 2500 and 1200 m, respectively. The dispersion coefﬁcient in each streamtube was kept constant at 500m2/d for simplicity. The simulated age distributions of the streamtube ensemble
are shown in Fig. 6 for the three monitoring locations. The distributions exhibit faster than Fickian arrivals and power-law tailing;
both of these features are characteristic of non-Fickian behavior.
However, it is crucial to recognize that non-Fickian transport characteristics can be caused by a variety of subsurface features (see
Section 1) and the method used here is simply one way of creating
the desired behaviors.
The angle to the velocity ﬁeld was found using the locations and
mean ages of the three wells, as in Section 4.1, and the estimated
angle was identical to the estimate in the previous section. The
downstream distance between wells A and B was found using this
angle which recovered the correct spacing of 2500 m (LB–A, Fig. 1).
In the homogeneous example, the age distributions were Fickian
and could be described exactly by analytical solutions but non-Fickian distributions in natural systems rarely allow for an exact

a

b

c
20

20
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Streamtube velocity (m/d)

25

15

Frequency

Frequency

analytical description. Non-Fickian analytical models were ﬁtted
to each simulated age distribution (i.e. a parametric approximation) and used in this analysis to simplify the forward and inverse
Laplace transforms. Doing so serves a dual purpose because, under
the assumption that the domain is stationary, a set of parameters
that simultaneously describes the age distributions in both wells
should exist (Eqs. (11), (12), 13) and failure to ﬁnd such parameters
would suggest a lack of stationarity. Non-stationarity will be
apparent if the fundamental physical parameters of each well’s
ﬁt differ. The CTRW toolbox was used to ﬁnd a joint estimate (i.e.
joint optimization) of the best ﬁt parameters for the age distributions in wells A and B (Fig. 7). Using the TPL model for the transition probability densities, the best ﬁt parameters were 2.22m/d,
640m2/d for the velocity and dispersion coefﬁcients, respectively
(Table 2). These parameters seem to provide a reasonable approximation of the system (Fig. 7), but we were unable to ﬁnd a set of
parameters that gave a more precise description of the distributions at all ages. The same joint estimation procedure was used
for wells A and C but, similar to wells A and B, the ﬁtted model generally split the difference between the two wells and did not provide a very accurate description; this is an early indication of
non-stationarity.
We begin by assuming that the system is stationary and that
both wells are described by the same model parameters. If these
assumptions are met, the modeling is greatly simpliﬁed because
Eq. (13) is satisﬁed. The travel time distribution between wells A
and B (qB–A) was found from the deconvolution of the jointly ﬁtted
model (parametric approximation) of the age distributions in wells
A and B. The parameters describing the inferred travel time distribution (from the deconvolution) were found using the parameter
estimation routine of the CTRW toolbox where the solution was
evaluated at the downstream separation distance between the
wells (Table 2). The best ﬁt parameters for this stationary deconvolution closely matched those used for the parametric approximations of the age distributions, and the velocity and dispersion
coefﬁcients were similar to those used to describe the age distribution in well A (Table 2). However, the resulting models did not provide good descriptions of the age distributions in the remaining
wells except for the memory function. The poor ﬁt relative to the
known age distributions suggests that the parameters are incorrect
or that there is scale dependency.
Eq. (10) does not require that the parameters of each distribution be constant and the assumption of stationarity was only introduced to derive Eq. (13). Different parameters can be used to
describe each age distribution to ﬁnd the travel time distribution
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Fig. 5. The distribution of values used for the streamtube based, layered aquifer example for (a) streamtube length to well A, (b) streamtube velocity, and (c) the relationship
between the parameters. The length distributions for wells B and C are linear shifts of the distribution for well A of 2500 m and 1200 m, respectively.
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Based solely on a comparison of the ﬁtted parameters, the deconvolution approach does not do a good job of recovering the
simulated age distributions regardless of whether a stationary or
non-stationary model is used. However, recovering the age distributions is not the primary goal of this study. We cannot conclude
whether or not the deconvolution method can describe transport
in the example domain without comparing the effective transport
models to a forward model of transport.

2
4.3. Comparison to transport
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the descriptive models of the age distributions in well A
(black) and well B (red). The stationary model represents a joint ﬁt to both wells
and the non-stationary model treated the parameters describing the age distributions in each well independently. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

from (10) but this will only be valid at the separation distance between the wells. Since the effective models will differ for each of
the wells, we will refer to this as the non-stationary deconvolution
method. The effective parameters used to ﬁnd the non-stationary
deconvolution were based on those labeled Well A and Well B in
Table 2 and provide better approximations of the shapes of the
age distributions (Fig. 7). The parameters that best described the
non-stationary deconvolution gave the same estimates of the
memory function but differed signiﬁcantly from the velocity and
dispersion coefﬁcients that describe the three wells. Curiously,
the non-stationary deconvolution provided little improvement
over the stationary model in terms of its multi-scale performance.

The accuracy of the model parameters found in Sections 4.1 and
4.2 was evaluated by comparing the effective models to a forward
transport model that uses the actual parameter values for the
homogeneous and layered aquifer examples. The homogeneous
model is translation invariant, so the analytical solution of the
transport equation (Eq. (2) without an age dimension) for a Dirac-delta pulse of unit concentration, evaluated at the distance
between wells A and B, was used for the transport simulation.
Unsurprisingly, the model based on the parameters of the deconvolution matched the solution for transport almost exactly for
the homogeneous model (Table 1). The transport model based on
the parameters of the deconvolution precisely mimics the age distribution (qB–A) in Fig. 4 with the same small discrepancies described in Section 4.1 from numerical approximation of the
Laplace transforms. Note that Fig. 4 is expressed in terms of age
and density, but the transport simulation is identical for time
and normalized concentration, respectively. Overall, the deconvolution provides excellent estimates of the transport behavior in
our homogeneous example but we note that this is an idealized
example to show the basic functionality of the deconvolution
method; natural systems will certainly exhibit more complex
behaviors and contain noise which will affect the accuracy of this
approach.

Table 2
Estimated parameters for the streamtube based example. V and D are the CTRW based velocity and dispersion coefﬁcients, respectively, which differ from their Fickian
equaivalents. b is the characteristic exponent and a1 and a2 are the upper and lower cutoff scales of age, respectively. The values for Wells A, B, and C are the best ﬁt descriptions of
the age distributions.

Well A
Well B
Well C
Stationary deconvolution
Non-stationary deconvolution
Transport simulation

Downstream distance (m)

Estimated length (m)

Mean age (d)

V (m/d)

D (m2/d)

b

a1

a2

5000
7500
6200
2500
2500
2500

4987
7484
6186
2500
2500
2500

2764
4148
3429
1500
1536
1494

2.22
2.24
2.19
1.93
2.00
2.03

558
780
673
575
313
300

1.738
1.737
1.736
1.738
1.739
1.740

2.46
2.56
2.55
2.52
2.48
2.48

5.6
5.7
5.6
6.0
5.8
5.6
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The forward model of transport in the layered aquifer was generated using the streamtube ensemble for a Dirac-delta pulse of
unit mass between wells A and B. According to our conceptual
model (Fig. 2), all the streamtubes have a uniform length of
2500 m over this interval so the layers only differ in their velocities. The parameters that provide the best ﬁt description of the
ensemble averaged breakthrough curve are given in Table 2 under
the heading ‘‘transport simulation’’. Relative to the transport model, the stationary deconvolution (a single set of parameters representing both wells) overestimates the dispersion coefﬁcient and
slightly underestimates the velocity. The mean age is approximated very well, but the overall distribution is shifted ahead of
the transport simulation and exhibits greater positive skewness
(Fig. 8, blue solid line). The non-stationary deconvolution gave a
slight overestimate of the mean age (Table 2) but provided a better
approximation of the transport parameters. The peak of the nonstationary deconvolution was below that of the transport model
and this mass deﬁcit near the peak is balanced by overestimation
in the tailing. However, this approach provided a good approximated of the shape of the breakthrough curve and exhibited less
skewness than the stationary approach (Fig. 8). The non-stationary
deconvolution clearly provides the better approximation of the
transport behavior in the layered aquifer.
The over- and underestimation of the non-stationary deconvolution is most likely due to the minor errors in the analytical representations of the simulated age distributions. Inspecting the ﬁts
in Fig. 7, the analytical representations (solid lines, Fig. 7) also
slightly overestimate the tails and have small deviations near the
peaks; this is consistent with the result of the non-stationary
deconvolution. Comparing the results from the homogeneous and
layered examples, it is expected that a more accurate parametric
description of the simulated age distributions (Fig. 7) would give
a more accurate result. We were unable to ﬁnd a better ﬁt using
the TPL model but it may be possible to improve the ﬁt using a different non-Fickian modeling technique (see Section 1). Even
though our ﬁts are imperfect, the non-stationary method works
best because it most accurately represents the age distributions
in both wells and, to some extent, accounts for scale dependent
changes within the domain which are discussed in Section 5. Any
effects of the heterogeneity structure that both wells have encountered are ‘‘ﬁltered out’’ by the deconvolution method and the

−3

1

x 10

remaining travel time distribution is representative of transport
between the two points, even in this non-stationary system.
5. Discussion and summary
Instead of presenting a suite of well-engineered problems that
highlight the performance of the proposed method, we have shown
two end-member examples that demonstrate the inﬂuence of mixing and highlight some of the practical challenges that make inferring transport parameters difﬁcult. In homogeneous systems, the
proposed method provides an exact description of the age distributions and transport behavior within the system at any scale, but few
natural aquifers are truly homogeneous. In heterogeneous systems,
the effectiveness of the method depends on the heterogeneity
structure of the aquifer and whether or not that structure can be
described with a stationary model. The design of our deceptively
simple layered aquifer fundamentally violates the assumption of
stationarity. This can be seen in the variance of the streamtube
ensemble relative to the homogeneous, Fickian, example (Fig. 9).
At small scales the variance of the streamtube ensemble grows linearly with scale but then experiences a non-linear transition into a
different regime at about the scale of our monitoring network. The
length scales we considered span the transitional regime which
makes them difﬁcult to describe because it is the source of the
non-stationarity; though it is difﬁcult to see in Fig. 9, the growth
rate of the variance at 7500 m is roughly twice the growth rate at
2500 m. In this example, as long as a problem resides entirely within a scale range where the growth of the variance is linear, the
system will appear stationary, but the non-stationary deconvolution can approximate transport across the transitional regime in
the variance.
The scale dependency of this system is exaggerated most by the
fact that we did not allow the streamtubes to interact; the streamtube ensemble has no lateral mixing and none of the mass in the
system can experience acceleration or deceleration that will decrease lateral concentration gradients. If the layers were able to
interact, the efﬁciency of the mass exchange between the layers
would attenuate the growth rate of the variance. At early times,
transport appears nearly Fickian because the longitudinal extent
of the mass in the fast streamtubes encompasses the extent of all
of the slow moving mass. At later times, the mass in the fastest
streamtubes no longer overlap with any of the mass in the slower
streamtubes. This results in the enhanced growth rate of the
variance and a separated plume. If lateral mixing was permitted,
the effects of the non-stationarity would be diminished, and the
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Fig. 8. Performance of the models in a forward transport simulation of the
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Fig. 9. Scale dependency of the streamtube ensemble. The length scales in this
study are in the transitional regime which is difﬁcult to model because it is where
the non-stationary of this system manifests. However, the non-stationary deconvolution was still able to capture the effects of the scale dependency.
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variance would not grow as fast at long scales, but the system
would still exhibit non-Fickian behavior. Avoiding a lengthy discussion on mass transfer and mixing process, it is sufﬁcient to
think of mixing conceptually as an adjustment dial that controls
the long distance growth rate of the variance as well as the difference between the magnitude of the variance of the homogeneous
and layered models at small scales. In this way, the homogeneous
domain and the streamtube ensemble are the end-member scenarios of perfect mixing and no mixing, respectively, but we stress
that more complicated representations of heterogeneity structures
will have different effects on the growth rate of the variance.
Although the layered example is scale dependent, the deconvolution method provided clues to the existence of the non-stationarity early on in our analysis because a set of parameters that
simultaneously described both wells could not be found. Even
though this study was not concerned with describing the heterogeneity structure of the underlying aquifer, the proposed method
revealed important information about whether or not we can assume stationarity. This information is crucial because it dictates
which methods will work well and the extent of characterization
that is needed for a more detailed study beyond the simpliﬁed
effective models used here. If it is found that a non-stationary
approach must be used, transport can still be described at the
known (or estimated) length scales in the domain but other length
scales may not be described well with the same model. However,
the non-stationary approach also can be used to supplement the
monitoring well data. Given three monitoring wells, we can generate travel time or age distributions for up to three more length
scales using different pairings of the monitoring wells; in our
example, age distributions at 1200, 1300, and 2500 m can be
approximated in addition to the known age distributions at 5000,
6200, and 7500 m. These distributions can then be used to help
determine how the effective parameters vary with scale and assist
in developing a nonlocal model that better accounts for the nonstationarity of the system. It may be possible to improve the methods shown here using more robust models of non-Fickian transport, but the goal of this study was to consider the practical
nature of the proposed method as a tool, not to determine which
non-Fickian models work best.
The age based methods we presented are promising because
they are improvements to artiﬁcial tracer tests in a number of
ways. First, the age based estimates of the transport parameter
estimates are not based on a point source. This removes the possibility of the tracer being released into an anomalously high or low
velocity region and eliminates the requirement of maintaining a
constant concentration or constant solute ﬂux in the injection well
which can affect the analyses of the tracer test. The problem of
incomplete mass recovery is also avoided because we are not using
a solute and are considering the distribution of the mass of water
itself. Second, in a uniform ﬂow ﬁeld, even if it is a layered aquifer,
the wells do not need to be on the same streamline for the age
based methods. This is an important difference because if the wells
are not aligned with the downstream ﬂow direction in a natural
gradient test (non-pumping) an incomplete picture of the breakthrough curve will be obtained if the solute mass is even recovered
at all. In the age case, the important distance is that from the well
to the recharge source regardless of whether or not the wells are on
the same streamline; however, if the aquifer is layered (i.e. Fig. 2)
but not laterally homogeneous one must recognize that the wells
must be, approximately, on the same streamline. Finally, the age
distributions sample the full range of temporal and spatial scales
of transport within the example domain; in other words, transport
cannot occur in locations where there is no water and all water in
the aquifer has age. Thus, the unlikely but preferable scenario
where the tracer precedes the contaminant happens automatically
with groundwater age. Age distributions are able to provide a more

complete picture of the transport behavior and heterogeneity
structure of the aquifer than can be found from point to point estimates based on artiﬁcial tracers.
Throughout this article we have assumed that suitable estimates of age distributions at the wells are obtainable. Although
determining age distributions is not the subject of this article, it
is the greatest limitation to our approach and any other approach
that directly uses age distributions. We mentioned some of the
studies that relate multiple tracers to age distributions in Section 2,
including both theoretical [51] and applied [38,46]. Additional research is needed to improve our abilities to determine age distributions from geochemical data collected from monitoring wells [53],
including reﬁnements of measurement capabilities for challenging
isotopes such as 81-Kr. Measurements of multiple geochemical
tracers, sampled repeatedly over time at the same locations, should
be invaluable to such efforts and may allow methods like those of
Massoudieh and Ginn [51] and Massoudieh et al. [52] to give
progressively better approximations of the age distributions.
Combinations of age indicators (presence or absence of a compound) and measured isotopic concentrations may also be valuable
tools for constraining age distributions, but it will also be necessary
to consider the uncertainty and effects of measurement error on
the age distributions since these factors will propagate through
the method. It is the hope of the authors that the robustness, accuracy, and simplicity of the deconvolution method presented here
will motivate further research on determining age distributions
from geochemical data, which will allow our method to be applied
to ﬁeld studies in the future.
In summary, we used a deconvolution based method to determine the effective transport properties of two simpliﬁed aquifers
using only basic well information and groundwater age distributions. We applied Fickian and recently developed non-Fickian
models of groundwater age to the simulated distributions and
showed that the method provides nearly exact estimates of the
transport properties in homogeneous aquifers at all scales. In heterogeneous aquifers, the method provides reasonable order of
magnitude estimates of the transport properties under the
assumption of stationarity but provides very good approximations
of the transport parameters when the non-stationary behavior is
accounted for. This method is limited by its assumptions and the
difﬁculty in determining age distributions, but age based methods
offer a number of improvements and advantages over traditional
tracer tests. Clearly, the method presented here requires further
investigation in a wider range of systems to address the affects that
different kinds of heterogeneity structures will have on the method, and how to account for transport in multiple spatial dimensions. However, our analyses suggest that it is reasonable to
conclude that age distributions can be effective tools for determining the transport behavior in aquifers.
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